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INTRODUCTION 
In a recent article [4] Peck showed how the maximum number of sub- 
rectangles in an n-dimensional rectangle such that no subrectangle contains 
any other may easily be found. In this paper Peck’s result is extended to find 
the maximum number of subintervals of any modular geometric lattice (see 
Birkhoff [l]) such that no interval contains any other. 
DEFINITIONS. If 8, is a rank y1 finite projective geometry, then, except for 
the non-Desarguesian planes, 9, is coordinatizeable over some GF(q), the 
finite field of q elements. That is, the points of 9% may be identified with the 
affme lines of GF(q)n and this identification extends to flats of any rank. 
Projective lines are afhne planes, etc. From this we may deduce the following: 
Basic Facts about Finite Projective Geometries 
(i) If P, and Qn are both finite projective geometries of rank n over 
GF(q), then they are isomorphic. We shall denote the lattice of flats of GF(q)” 
by f’n., . P,,, obeys the saturated chain condition, so that every flat has a 
rank from 0 to n. The rank function will be denoted r : P,,, --f Zf. 
(ii) l{x E P,,, : r(x) = k}l = (3, , the Gaussian coeficients. 
A standard computation with bases shows that 
and from this follows that 
(b) n, b n2 implies (3, L “; 11, G (k ‘;’ I), (a*. 
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If P is any partially ordered set (poset), then Int(P), the interval order of P, 
is the set of all intervals (x, y) = {x E P: x < z < y} for x < y in P. Int(P) 
is partially ordered by containment. Note that if P is graded (has a rank 
function), then Int(P) is also graded by r((x, y)) = r(y) - r(x). 
(iii) P,,, has quotients, i.e., if x < y in P,,, then (x, v> is order- 
isomorphic to PjVi,, , where i = r(x) and j = r(y). 
1.0. GENERALIZING PECK 
Peck’s solution of the problem of finding the maximum number of incom- 
parable subrectangles follows from five observations: 
(1) The set of all subrectangles may be identified with Int(Lml x 
Lne x *a. x Lma) where L, is the linear order 0 < 1 < m.9 < m - 1. 
(2) For any posets PI and P, , Int(P, x PJ N Int(P,) x Int(P,), 
where “ x ” denotes Cartesian product and “=” means order isomorphism. 
(3) Int(L,) is 2-positive (also called logarithmically convex), and has a 
normalized flow. If P is a weighted and graded poset with weighting v, then 
the normalized weighting P takes value 
S(x) = VW 
Cdd=L V(V) 
on all members of P of rank k. If the capacity of P with the normalized 
weighting is 1 then P is said to have a normalizedflow. In the present case the 
weighting v is the counting measure V(X) = 1. See [2] for further details. 
(4) Observations (2) and (3) plus the Product Theorem of [2] imply that 
Int(Lml x *.. x Lmn) has a normalized flow. 
(5) Observation (4) plus the generalized Sperner theorem of [2] imply 
that in Int(Lml x **a x L,,) maximum sets of incomparables are given by 
all elements of some fixed rank. In fact it implies that Int(LmX x -*a x L,,) 
has the stronger Erdos property (see the corollary in Section 1.2). 
One observes here that steps (2), (4) and (5) are quite general, so a gene- 
ralization of (3) would give a generalization of Peck’s result. This leads us to 
ask the question, “For which posets P is Int(P) 2-positive with a normalized 
flow ?’ 
1.1. THE MAIN THEOREM 
THEOREM. Int(P,,,) is 2-positive with normalized flow. 
Proof. P,,, has a normalized flow, and this gives a normal morphism 
9 : P%, - L,, 9 L,,, a linear order with weight v(k) = (3, . 
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Claim. There is a normal morphism Int y : Int(P,,,) + In@,,,,). Here 
Int(L,J = ((i,j): 0 < i <j <n> with (i,j) < (i’,j’) if i > i’ andj <j’, 
r(i,j) =j - i, 
and 
(Int q~)-’ (i,j) = (<x, JJ): x, y E P,,, , x < y, r(x) = i and r(y) = j) 
= vEgQ {(x, Y>: x E P,,, , x < Y and r(x) = i>, 
T(l)4 
the two unions being disjoint. Therefore, 
~(i,j) = (r), (J 1 j)* = (y), (” s ‘), where s =j - i = r(i, j) 
n j = . 
0 0. IQ ‘Q 
Thus, the inverse image of an edge in Int(L,,3, say the edge between (i,j) and 
(i,j+ l),isthed isjoint union of(F)“>, copies of the bipartite graphs of elements 
of rankj - i andj - i + 1 in P,+, (by Basic Fact (iii)). These each have a 
normalized flow, and so does their disjoint union. By the Fundamental 
Lemma of [2], Int (y) is a normal morphism and we need only show that 
Int(L,,Q) has a normalized flow to conclude that Int(P,,,) has one. 
Int(P) may be thought of as a subset of P x P*, P* being the dual order 
of P. Anyway, Int(P) does inherit structure from P x P* and, as in the 
proof of the Product Theorem of [2], we need only verify that, for all 0 < 
i<j<nandt>l, 
CL, v(i + k, j + k) 
c* v(i + k j + h) 
~ C:=, 4 + k, j + k + 1) 
Ch v(i + h, j + h + 1) * 
Now 
(i) i i v(i + k, j + k) v(i + h, j + h + 1) 
k-1 h=O 
= k$o hil v(i + k’, j + k’ + 1) yti + A’, j + W 
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by the change of variables h’ = k and k’ = h. 
(ii) i 1 v(i + k , j + k) v(i + h, j + h + 1) 
k=l h<O 
= kFo & (i + ;’ + 1) a (I -1 h’) f + “,’ + ‘), (i :: ;I ’ P n 
where k’ = k - 1 and h’ = h + 1 
by setting n, = j + k’ + 1 and n2 = j + h’ in Basic Fact (ii)(b) 
t-1 
= $, hzl 4i + k', .i + k' + 1) 4i + h', j  + h') 
and finally, 
(iii> kil hFt 4 + k j + k) v(i + k j + h + 1) 
= $il zt (i ; k), (” - : - “), (i ; h) n (” bf T “) Q 
G jl zt (i ;I k), (” ;;T “1, (i ;I h), (” - f - h), 
again, setting n, = n - i - k and n2 = n - i - h in Basic Fact (ii)(b) 
Therefore, 
= il zt v(i + kj + k + 1) v(i + h,j + h). 
gl T 4i + k, j + k) 4i + h, j + h + 1) 
= il z. u(i + k, .i + k) 4i + h, .i + h + 1) 
+ i i u(i + k, i + k) v(i + h,j + h + 1) 
k=l h=O 
i- i 1 y(i + k, j + k) u(f + h, j + h + 1) 
k=l h>t 
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t-1 
d C C d+kj+k+ l)v(i+h,j+h) 
k=O h<O 
by (ii) 
+ i i v(i + k, j + k + 1) v(i + h, j + h) by 0) 
k=l h=O 
+ i 1 v(i+k,j+k+ l)v(i+h,j+h) by (iii) 
k=l h>t 
< 2 ~v(i+k,.j+k+ l)v(i+h,j+h+ 1). 
k=O h 
Thus Int(L,,J has a normalized flow. 
As remarked at the beginning of the above computation, the proof of a 
normalized flow for Tnt(L,,,) is similar to that for Vm, x %?m, in the proof of 
the Product Theorem of [2]. In fact there is an error in that computation 
which is corrected here: The decomposition of the sum into two parts is not 
sufficient, but decomposition into three parts, as above, is. 
Something different does seem to be required to prove the 2-positivity of 
Int(P,,,), however. In the Product Theorem this follows from the fact that 
the convolution of 2-positive sequences is 2-positive, which in turn follows 
from the Cauchy-Binet identity (see [3]). That approach does not seem to 
work here, so we need the following definitions and lemmas. 
A lower ideal I in a poset P is a subset of P such that x < y E I implies 
x E I. Let 9(P) be the set of all lower ideals of P. Upper ideals are defined 
by;the obvious dualization. 
LEMMA 1. If f : P -+ R is an increasing (decreasing) function on a graded 
and weightedposet P with normalizedflow, then 
is also increasing (decreasing). 
ProoJ We may assume f is nonnegative. If it is also decreasing, then it 
has a representation as a positive linear combination of indicator functions 
of lower ideals in P: 
f = I6Zp, am, where a, E R+ and 
XI(X) = 1 if xE1 
= 0 otherwise. 
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Therefore 
by the Hall condition which follows from the 
assumption of a normalized flow 
= f’(k - 1). 
Now define ~11, fl: P + Z+ by 
and 
a(x) = I{y : y covers x}I 
/l(y) = 1(x : y covers x}l . 
Note that ZC~))+K 44 = Cm+k+~ B(Y) since both sides count the number 
of edges in a bipartite graph. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose P is a graded poset with normalized J?OW (for the 
counting measure). Then 01 decreasing and /!I increasing imply that P is 2- 
positive, i.e., with wk = 1(x E P : r(x) = k}l , 
wk+l . u’ IS decreasing. 
k 
Proof. 
wk+l _ wk+l &d-k “cx> 
__ - -G- * CrW=k+1 P(Y) 
llwk &d-k dX> 
wk = llwk+l h!)-k+l fib> 
E(k) - 
= b(k + 1) ’ ;;: : ;; 
by Lemma I 
wk+2 =-* 
wk+l 
Q.E.D. 
Now, to show that P,,, is 2-positive we need only show 01 decreasing and t3 
increasing. But this follows from 
4(X? Y>) = 4Y) + &> 
= (” 3, + 0, by Basic Fact (iii) 
= q”-j - l + qi - l q-l ___ q----l by Basic Fact (ii) (a), 
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which is decreasing in j and --i. Similarly, ,B((x, u)) = 2(qj-i - l)/(q - 1) 
which is increasing in j and -i and we are done. 
Note. The only properties of P,,* used in this proof are those contained 
in the Basic Facts. Thus the conclusion of the theorem applies to any posets 
for which the Basic Facts hold. Two families trivially included are the linear 
orders and non-Desarguesian planes. 
1.2. THE EXTENDED SPERNER THEOREM FOR Int 
COROLLARY. If P is any modular geometric lattice, then the largest subset 
of Int(P) having no more than k elements on a chain is the union of the k 
largest ranks, i.e., sets of the form (<x, y) lint P : r((x, y)) = r(y) - 
r(x) = s>, s$xed. 
ProoJ: Birkhoff has shown (see [I]) that every modular geometric lattice 
is the product of projective space lattices and chains of rank 1. The corollary 
then follows from our main theorem, observation (2) of Peck’s proof, and 
the extended Sperner theorem of [2]. 
2.0. COMMENTS 
The Product Theorem of [2] and our main result here may be looked upon 
as answers to the question, “What operations on weighted and graded 
posets preserve normalized flows ?” It seems likely that there are still other 
interesting answers to be found. 
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